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Abstract: Research simultaneously examining building energy consumption and outdoor thermal
comfort within urban environments remains limited. Few studies have delved into the sensitivity of
design parameters based on building energy consumption and outdoor thermal comfort. The purpose
of this study is to investigate the correlations between urban morphological design parameters and
performance indicators, focusing on building energy consumption and outdoor thermal comfort
(UTCI), across different urban block layouts in hot-humid regions, like Guangzhou. By establishing
six fundamental morphological models—three individual unit layouts and three group layouts—the
research explores both control and descriptive parameters through extensive simulation studies.
Scatter plot visualizations provide insights into the impacts of various design parameters on energy
consumption and UTCI, facilitating a comprehensive analysis of trends and quantitative relationships.
Additionally, the study conducts sensitivity analyses on design parameters under different layout
conditions to highlight their influences on target performance indicators. The findings reveal common
trends, such as the significant impacts of plan dimensions and the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) on energy
efficiency and outdoor comfort, as well as differential patterns, such as the varying sensitivities
of the Shape Factor (S/V) and the Sky View Factor (SVF), across individual and collective layouts.
Ultimately, this study offers a nuanced understanding of urban block morphology’s role in creating
sustainable, comfortable, and energy-efficient urban environments, providing valuable guidelines for
urban form design in hot-humid climates.

Keywords: urban morphology; building energy consumption; outdoor thermal comfort; hot-humid
climates; design parameters

1. Introduction

More than half of the global population lives in cities [1], and with the current prevail-
ing population growth and urbanization rate, by 2030, the global urban area will triple that
at the beginning of the 20th century [2]. Urban dwellers keep pursuing more comfortable
indoor and outdoor environments, which will exacerbate energy consumption and carbon
emissions in cities [3,4]. Urban morphology, which encompasses the study of the physi-
cal form and structure of cities, has garnered increasing attention in recent years due to
its profound impact on various aspects of urban sustainability and climate change [5–9].
Further research underscores that urban morphology exerts a considerable effect on public
perceptions and overall quality of life, which contribute not only to enhanced thermal
comfort but also to improved psychological health [10,11] and social interactions [12–15].
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Consequently, thoughtful urban planning can generate substantial benefits from both
technical and social perspectives.

As a major component of urban planning, urban blocks are responsible for daily
transportation, outdoor sports, leisure activities, and other functions. The outdoor thermal
comfort in street canyons has been widely studied across different climates, and different
results are obtained in different climates regions. Sun et al. [16] focus on the influence
of urban morphology on pedestrian outdoor thermal comfort in the severe cold region
of northeast China; shallow and medium canyons (0.5 < H/W < 1.5) are more favorable,
and the optimum streets are near the N–S orientation. This trend evidently differs from
moderate or tropical regions, as they require more shading from streets to enhance thermal
comfort during hot summers [17–20].

Some recent studies indicate that urban morphology significantly influences adap-
tation to the thermal environment or urban microclimate in hot and humid climates. An
analysis can be conducted on urban morphologies in relation to global warming, consid-
ering factors, such as street canyon configurations, built structures, finishing materials,
and urban greenery as modifiers influencing urban geometry [21–23]. These findings will
facilitate the formulation of urban planning strategies for effectively reducing thermal
threats, thereby supporting the healthy and sustainable development of high-density urban
cities in hot and humid regions.

Numerous studies have investigated the relationship between urban form and various
performance indicators, such as energy efficiency [24], daylight availability, and solar
energy potential. In practice, urban planning conditions are variable, and thus, relevant
studies have applied both realistic and generic models. The FAR, H/W, and SVF, are often
used to characterize real cases [25,26]. Some studies have used satellite models on the
city scale to generate analytical models, making it difficult to comprehensively reflect the
energy performance and thermal comfort under different urban morphologies [27–29].
However, only a few general conclusions can be obtained owing to the complexity of
real cases. By contrast, generic models can provide basic and universal insights into the
processes in real urban areas [30,31]. For example, to examine the relationship between
urban block typology and building energy use efficiency in the context of the tropical
high-density city Singapore, J. Zhang et al. conducted simulations on thirty generic urban
block cases representing a variety of urban forms to analyze the relationship between
urban block typology and building energy use efficiency in the tropical high-density
city of Singapore [32]. In addition, some research uniformly arranges patterns such as
3 × 3 tic-tac-toe grids or 5 × 5 twenty-five square grids, using this idealized urban model
to fit real-world urban scenarios. Among them, scholars like Natanian J. et al. have
studied the correlation among energy consumption, daylight autonomy, and morphological
parameters in five typical neighborhood morphologies in the Mediterranean. The results
showed that the performance of each type varied greatly under different design and density
conditions [33,34]. The above research proves that the ideal models of urban blocks can
accurately reflect the performance characteristics of real urban morphology.

A comprehensive analysis of the existing literature reveals that there are still several
topics in this field that merit further research and analysis: (1) while numerous stud-
ies have investigated the relationship between urban morphology and outdoor thermal
comfort [35–37], research simultaneously examining building energy consumption and
outdoor thermal comfort within urban environments remains limited [38]. Many of these
studies have focused on the ameliorating effects of the urban greenery canopy, as an ad-
junct to the building morphology, on the urban thermal environment [39]. Although trees,
as pedestrian-scale solar radiation obstructions, have been identified as a crucial factor
influencing outdoor thermal comfort in cities [40,41], the thermal environment is also
highly dependent on urban spatial form factors, such as the sky view factor and building
area ratio [42,43]. (2) Few studies have delved into the sensitivity of design parameters,
i.e., the impact of changes in design parameters on building energy consumption and
outdoor thermal comfort [44–46]. These limitations restrict the application of research
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results and findings in practical urban planning and architectural design. (3) Existing
studies predominantly focus on specific regions or new urban blocks when selecting build-
ing forms, resulting in relatively uniform assumed building forms with limited control
parameters [47–51].

To overcome the limitations in current urban morphology research and offer more
flexible guidance for urban planning, this study starts by scrutinizing various represen-
tative block morphologies in Guangzhou, a city characterized by its humid subtropical
climate. The objective is to generalize typical urban block morphological prototypes, es-
tablish more universally applicable ideal urban block research models, and statistically
explore the correlation between control and descriptive parameters in urban design and
building performance indicators. Ultimately, this study aims to offer insights to guide
urban design practices.

This study aims to investigate the correlation between urban morphological design
parameters and performance indicators, focusing on building energy consumption and out-
door thermal comfort across different urban block layouts in the urban area of Guangzhou.
The main objectives of this research are as follows:

(1) To establish six fundamental morphological models, including three individual unit
layouts and three group layouts, and explore their control and descriptive parameters
through extensive simulation data.

(2) To visualize the impact of various design parameters on energy consumption and
UTCI using scatter plots, facilitating a comprehensive analysis of trends and quantita-
tive relationships.

(3) To conduct sensitivity analysis on design parameters under different layout conditions,
highlighting their influence on target performance indicators.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the research
methodology, including model establishment, simulation setup, and data analysis tech-
niques. Section 3 presents the results, focusing on the impact of design parameters on
energy consumption and UTCI, as well as the sensitivity analysis of design parameters
across different layouts. Section 4 discusses the findings, their implications for urban form
design in hot-humid climates, and the limitations of the study. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper and provides recommendations for future research.

2. Methodology
2.1. Research Framework

To develop and test typical research models for an analysis of the correlation between
design parameters and performance indicators in the context of Guangzhou, this study
used a complete analytical workflow (Figure 1):
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Firstly, a satellite map combined with urban GIS data was used to obtain six typi-
cal research models; then, Rhinoceros3D and Grasshopper [52] were used to set design
parameters and scenario settings, followed by the use of the DSE plugin [53] for Latin
Hypercube sampling. The software simulations of the research involve simulating EUI with
EnergyPlus [54,55] and simulating UTCI with the Ladybug & Honeybee plugin [56]. Finally,
scatter matrix analysis was established through Matlab [57] to obtain the corresponding
relationships between design parameters and performance indicators, and sensitivity anal-
ysis was conducted using Salib [58] through GH_CPython [59] to compare and analyze the
descriptive parameters of the six typical models.

2.2. Research Model on the Block Scale

The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of urban block morphology
design parameters on outdoor thermal comfort and building energy consumption. In real
urban design projects, there is considerable flexibility in landscape design at the ground
level, such as the distribution of lawns and shade trees. For this study, the ideal urban
morphology research model assumes the ground layer to be in its least favorable condition,
which is cement paving. By focusing on this least favorable scenario, the impact of later
landscape design and other factors is excluded, allowing for a more precise examination of
the relationship between urban morphology and thermal comfort.

2.2.1. Selection of Typical Block Morphologies in Hot-Humid Regions

In the urban area of Guangzhou, a hot-humid region, in conjunction with Baidu Maps
satellite imagery, a thorough search was conducted across the entire city’s business and of-
fice districts. Several typical block morphologies were ultimately selected as representatives
for the subsequent analysis, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Several typical block morphology models.

Satellite Map Extraction Model Diagram

Single Point Style:
A single square-shaped

building volume is arranged
centrally.
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Table 1. Cont.

Satellite Map Extraction Model Diagram

Row Style:
Buildings are arranged in a

long, rectangular shape, with
their long edges parallel to

each other.
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The study differentiates urban morphology design parameters into two types: control
parameters and descriptive parameters. Control parameters refer to determinate param-
eters, such as the three-dimensional dimensions of buildings and the spacing between
buildings, which designers can directly change to control urban morphology. Descriptive
parameters, on the other hand, refer to parameters like FAR and SVF that architects can
only indirectly adjust through control parameters. For homogeneously distributed building
units, the correlation between urban morphology control parameters and performance in-
dicators can be explored; however, for the complex urban blocks, the diversity of buildings
leads to a surge in the number of control parameters, so the correlation between urban
morphology and environmental performance or energy consumption can only be further
explored through descriptive parameters.

Control Parameters

Different monolithic-shape-generation methods and group combination rules corre-
spond to different morphological control parameters. For typical homogeneous urban block
masses formed by arrays of cubic building volumes (as shown in Figure 2), the control
parameters according to the illustration are as follows: Building X-direction length (X, the
east-west direction), Building Y-direction width (Y, the north-south direction), Number of
building floors (F), Building Y-axis orientation angle (Ro), Building X-direction spacing
(Gap-X), Building Y-direction spacing (Gap-Y).
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Descriptive Parameters

Descriptive parameters are overall indicators describing the distribution of building
forms in a certain urban area. The parameters selected in this section are as follows: FAR,
Density, S/V, H/W, SVF.

2.2.3. Establishment of Six Typical Research Models
Type 1–3: Individual Building-Models

The point style, enclosed style, and semi-enclosed style were selected as research
prototypes, and the definitions of the three individual building models are as follows:

1. Type 1 Single point (strip) building model

This model fits the box-shaped office buildings commonly found in cities. Adjustments
to the length and width conditions allow for the transformation between point and bar-
shaped building forms, and hence, they are discussed together. Based on statistical data
from existing common office building designs by design institutes, the model’s floor
height is uniformly set at 4.5 m, X-direction length as X = 30~100 m, Y-direction length
as Y = 20~30 m, number of floors as F = 3~22, X-direction spacing Gap—X = 20~60 m,
Y-direction spacing Gap—Y = 20~60 m, and the entire group of buildings’ Y-direction angle
with north as Rotate = 0~90◦ (Figure 3).
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2. Type 2 Enclosed building model

This model fits the “square-shaped” enclosed office buildings commonly found
in cities. The model’s floor height is uniformly set at 4.5 m, with a volume width of
W = 12~25 m, inner courtyard X-direction length of X = 10~25 m, Y-direction length of
Y = 10~50 m, number of floors as F = 3~22, X-direction spacing Gap-X = 20~60 m, Y-
direction spacing Gap-Y = 20~60 m, and the entire group of buildings’ Y-direction angle
with north as Rotate = 0~90◦ (Figure 4).
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3. Type 3 Semi-enclosed building model

This study model fits semi-enclosed office buildings commonly found in cities. The
model’s floor height is uniformly set at 4.5 m, with a volume width of W = 12~25 m,
inner courtyard X-direction length of X = 10~25 m, Y-direction length of Y = 10~50 m,
number of floors as F = 3~22, X-direction spacing Gap-X = 20~60 m, Y-direction spac-
ing Gap-Y = 20~60 m, and the entire group of buildings’ Y-direction angle with north as
Rotate = 0~90◦ (Figure 5).
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Type 4–6: Collective building models

The multiple-stripes style, four buildings arranged at the corners and nine buildings
arranged in the matrix, were selected as research prototypes, and the definitions of the
three collective building-models are as follows:

1. Type 4—Blocks composed of two to four strip buildings arranged in rows.

This type of block includes two to four row-column buildings, with lengths of
X = 10~50 m, widths of W = 12~25 m, spacing between bar-shaped buildings Y = 10~50 m,
distance between the plot boundary and buildings d = 5~20 m, and building floors
Floor = 3~22; the entire group of buildings’ Y-direction angle with north is set to Ro-
tate = 0~90◦ (Figure 6). The building group being multi-story or high-rise, with FAR of
more than 4.0, does not match real-world situations, and thus, it is automatically ignored
in the building generation process, with the same below.
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2. Type 5—Blocks composed of four buildings arranged at the corners.

This type of block contains four buildings, with lengths of X0 = 20~50 m, widths
Y0 = 12~50 m, X-direction building spacing X1 = 10~30 m, Y-direction spacing Y1 = 10~30 m,
distance between the plot boundary and buildings d = 5 to 20, and building floors F = 3~22;
the entire group of buildings’ Y-direction angle with north is set to Rotate = 0~90◦ (Figure 7).
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Furthermore, based on the survey of current office buildings, the WWR of buildings 
in the study is uniformly set at 0.55. Key parameters, such as the air conditioning opera-
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3. Type 6—Blocks composed of nine buildings arranged in a matrix.

This type of block contains nine buildings, similar to the previous scenario, with each
building unit within the block having lengths of X0 = 20~50 m, widths Y0 = 12~50 m,
X-direction building spacing X1 = 10~30 m, Y-direction spacing Y1 = 10~30 m, distance
between the plot boundary and buildings d = 5~20 m, and building floors F = 3~22; the
entire group of buildings’ Y-direction angle with north is set to Rotate = 0~90◦ (Figure 8).
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2.3. Scenario Settings and Sampling Method

Each of the six building research models is replicated into a 5 × 5 building matrix
arrangement, with the central building being the subject of study. Its energy consumption
calculation is based on the air conditioning energy consumption per unit area of the
entire building (including annual, cooling season, and peak week consumption); the
calculation time for outdoor thermal comfort is based on 168 h of the hottest week in a
typical meteorological year. The sampling points for pedestrian height at intervals of 20 m
within a ring around the building are selected to calculate the average UTCI value, with
the outdoor area limited to the median line between the building under study and the four
adjacent buildings.

Furthermore, based on the survey of current office buildings, the WWR of buildings
in the study is uniformly set at 0.55. Key parameters, such as the air conditioning operation
mode and personnel activity patterns, refer to the settings for public or office buildings in
hot summer and warm winter regions in the standard “General code for energy efficiency
and renewable energy application in buildings”, Appendices C.0.6-1~C.0.6-8 [60]. Thermal
parameters for different building components refer to the common settings for public
buildings in Guangzhou, as shown in Appendix A Table A1.

The sampling procedure for the building models employs the Latin Hypercube Sam-
pling method [61–64], which is widely accepted in the academic community. As a stratified
sampling method, it ensures uniformity in the sampled parameters while covering a
broader range of parameter intervals.

2.4. Sensitivity Analysis Method

Sensitivity analysis is a statistical data analysis method currently applied in the field
of architecture to explore the impact of various design variables or their interactions on
building performance indicators [65]. The research methods for the parameter sensitivity
analysis are mainly divided into two categories: local sensitivity analysis and global sensi-
tivity analysis. This paper employs the RBD-FAST algorithm for global sensitivity analysis.

The first-order sensitivity of a parameter is calculated by computing the contribution
of the variance caused by the specified parameter to the total variance of the model output.
The conceptual expression is as follows:

varx[E(Y|X)]

var(Y)
(1)

where Y is the model output variable, X represents the parameter to be analyzed, E(Y|X)
is the conditional expectation of Y given X, and var is the variance expression, with varx
referring to the entire range of values for X.

The numerical model can be simply described as y = f(X), where y is the model output,
f is the model operator, and X is the input parameter, with X = (x1, x2, . . ., xn), n being the
number of parameters. Assume all input parameters can form a unit cube:

Kn = (X|0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (2)

Assuming that the input parameter X has a probability distribution P(X) = P (x1, x2,
. . ., xn), then any order moment of y can be expressed as follows:

⟨y(r)⟩ =
∫

Kn
f r(x1, x2, . . . , xn)× P (x1, x2, . . . , xn) dX (3)

Using Fourier decomposition, the variation of parameters in n-dimensional space
can be mapped to one-dimensional space. If there exists a transformation operator G, the
following transformation can be established:

xi(s) = Gi(sinωis), i = 1, 2, . . . , n (4)
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where s is a scalar with values in [−∞, +∞], Gi is the transformation operator, and ωi is the
frequency corresponding to each parameter.

Given the characteristics of the sine function, for any positive integer frequency ωi,
s taking values in [−π, π] or [0, 2π] can display the full periodicity, allowing the model
output y to be expanded into a Fourier series form:

y = f (X) = f (x1, x2, . . . , xn)

= f (s) =
j=+∞

∑
j=−∞

{
Ajcosjs + Bjsinjs

} (5)

The corresponding Fourier coefficients Aj and Bj can be obtained by definition:

Aj = 1
π

∫ π
−π f (s)cos jsds

Bj = 1
π

∫ π
−π f (s)sin jsds

(6)

where j is a positive integer frequency j∈Z = {1, 2, . . ., +∞}. For numerical models, Fourier
coefficients can be obtained through discrete uniform sampling, with S sampled as follows
in the experiment:

S = {s1, s2, . . . , sN},
sj = −π + π

N + 2π
N (j − 1)

j = 1, 2, . . . , N
(7)

In the formula, N is the number of samples. Defining the modulus of the Fourier series
as Λj = 1/2

(
A2

j + B2
j

)
(j ∈ Z), then the variance (Vi) corresponding to each parameter xi

can be expressed as follows:

Vi = ∑
p∈Z

Λpωi (8)

where pωi≤(N − 1)/2. The total variance V of the Fourier series can be expressed
as follows:

Vi = ∑
j∈Z

Λj (9)

The first-order sensitivity Si for parameter xi is as follows:

Si =
Vi
V

(10)

From the principles of Fourier decomposition, the selection of ωi needs to satisfy a
condition: no ωi can be the sum of other ωi, it must satisfy the following:

n

∑
i

riωi ̸= 0 (11)

In the RBD-FAST design, all ωi values are given a fixed value; then, by randomly
permuting the sequence of si, disordered xi and thus disordered model outputs yNs are
obtained. Rearranging yNs according to the original sequence of parameter xi and perform-
ing FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), followed by the calculations according to the series of
formulas, the first-order sensitivity for parameter xi can be determined.

3. Results
3.1. Correlation between Design Parameters and Performance Indicators
3.1.1. Correlation between Control Parameters and Performance Indicators

The Plotmatrix scatter plot matrix can be used to study the distribution relationships
between pairs of parameters within large datasets containing multiple sampled parameters.
The horizontal and vertical dimensions of this scatter plot matrix are equal to the number
of parameters under study, with a diagonal line from the top left to the bottom right dis-
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playing the distribution histogram of each parameter across the entire dataset; each scatter
plot within the matrix indicates the statistical relationship between the two parameters
represented by its horizontal and vertical coordinates.

Type 1 Model

The scatter plots within the 6 × 6 range in the upper-left area represent uniformly
distributed and random sampling points, demonstrating the uniformity of sampling within
each two-dimensional parameter space formed by every two sets of control parameters,
achieved through the Latin Hypercube Sampling method. Analyzing the scatter plot matrix
rows for UTCI and annual energy consumption below can lead to the following conclusions
(Figure 9):
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1. The dimensions of buildings in the X and Y directions show no significant statistical
correlation with outdoor comfort UTCI values but are negatively correlated with
building energy consumption. This means that larger building dimensions correspond
to lower air conditioning loads per unit area. As building sizes increase from side
lengths of 20 m to 30 × 80 m, the air conditioning load per unit area can decrease from
200 kWh/m2 to 160 kWh/m2, which is about a 20% reduction.

2. There is a clear negative correlation between the number of building floors and the
UTCI, indicating that higher buildings result in lower average felt temperatures
outdoors during the hottest week and thus higher thermal comfort. Increasing the
building height from 3 to 22 floors can reduce the UTCI average by nearly 3 ◦C.
This negative correlation can be interpreted as higher buildings producing stronger
shading effects between them, reducing direct solar radiation and correspondingly
lowering the felt temperature in pedestrian areas. The correlation between the number
of floors and energy consumption is significant for buildings between three and seven
floors, showing a positive relationship, but it is almost negligible above seven floors.

3. Building spacing has a weak correlation with both UTCI and energy consumption,
suggesting that larger spaces between buildings may lead to a slight increase in energy
consumption and outdoor UTCI values. However, the scattered distribution of data
points indicates a high variance, implying that building spacing is not a reliable
predictor of performance indicators when evaluating different design options.
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4. The building orientation angle shows no statistical correlation with either UTCI or
energy performance.

Scatter plots reveal a clear positive correlation between UTCI and energy consump-
tion, indicating that higher building energy consumption is associated with higher UTCI
values. This finding, in conjunction with conclusions (2) and (3), implies that the com-
bined effect of building height and spacing strengthens the proportional relationship
between UTCI and energy consumption. This is consistent with empirical judgment, as
shading between buildings in subtropical hot-humid regions reduces cooling energy by
mitigating direct solar radiation on building surfaces. Concurrently, this shading effect
also improves outdoor thermal comfort for pedestrians. Therefore, in hot-humid regions,
optimizing outdoor comfort and energy consumption is not a trade-off but a mutually
reinforcing endeavor.

Type 2 and Type 3 Models

For the enclosed and semi-enclosed building model, the control parameters, site UTCI
values, and annual energy consumption formed a 9 × 9 Plotmatrix scatter plot matrix
(Figure 10):
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1. There is no significant statistical correlation between building width and UTCI val-
ues; however, there is a strong inverse relationship between the building width and
energy consumption. That is, larger building widths correspond to lower air condi-
tioning loads per unit area. This strong correlation can serve as an empirical basis for
preliminary architectural design decisions.

2. Compared to building width, the size of the inner courtyard formed within the
building has no significant impact on either energy consumption or UTCI values.

3. Like point-style buildings, there is a clear negative correlation between the number of
building floors and the UTCI, meaning that higher buildings result in lower average
felt temperatures outdoors during the hottest week and thus higher thermal comfort.
Increasing the building height from 3 to 22 floors can potentially reduce the UTCI
average by up to 2 ◦C. The correlation between the number of floors and energy
consumption is present only in low-rise situations.
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4. In this scenario, the weak correlation between building spacing and both energy
consumption and UTCI is similar to that observed in point-style buildings.

5. The building orientation angle shows no statistical correlation with either UTCI or
energy performance.

6. Compared to point-style buildings, the relationship between UTCI and energy con-
sumption is weaker.

Under the same control parameter settings, the energy consumption of enclosed
buildings is relatively lower than that of semi-enclosed buildings, but there is no difference
in the average UTCI values of the blocks.

Type 4 Model

Placing the control parameters of the Type 1 model, consisting of two to four row-
column arranged buildings, along with site UTCI values and annual energy consumption,
into the Plotmatrix scatter plot matrix (Figure 11) allows for an analysis of the statistical
relationships between various parameters and performance indicators. An analysis of the
scatter plot matrix leads to the following conclusions:
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1. The number of buildings shows no correlation with per-unit-area energy consumption
or UTCI.

2. Both the building width (Width) and length (X) dimensions are negatively correlated
with the energy consumption distribution, indicating that larger building plan di-
mensions correspond to lower air conditioning loads per unit area. This effect is
more pronounced with the building length; as length increases from 10 m to 50 m,
per-unit-area air conditioning load can decrease from 220 kWh/m2 to 140 kWh/m2, a
reduction of about 36%.

3. The north-south building spacing shows a weaker correlation with energy consump-
tion but a gradual increase in outdoor UTCI values with larger north-south spacing.

4. There is a certain negative correlation between the number of building floors and
energy consumption, particularly significant within 13 floors, with almost no effect
from 13 to 22 floors.

5. The distance between the plot boundary and buildings shows a certain positive
correlation with UTCI, while the building orientation angle shows a certain negative
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correlation with UTCI, with the UTCI range concentrated between 35 ◦C to 34.5 ◦C
when the distance changes from 20 m to 5 m or when the angle changes from 0◦ to
90◦; however, neither shows a statistical correlation with energy consumption.

6. Scatter plots of UTCI and energy consumption reveal a clear positive correlation—
higher building energy consumption corresponds to higher UTCI values.

Type 5 and Type 6 Models

For the Type 5 and Type 6 model, the control parameters, site UTCI values, and annual
energy consumption formed a 9 × 9 Plotmatrix scatter plot matrix (Figure 12), with the
following relationships between various parameters and performance indicators:
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1. There is no significant correlation between building length (X0) and width (Y0) with
UTCI values. However, it is notable that the width (Y0) parameter demonstrates a
significant inverse relationship with energy consumption. Specifically, larger building
widths are associated with lower air conditioning loads per unit area.

2. The spacing in the east-west (X1) and north-south (Y1) directions between buildings
has no significant impact on energy consumption or UTCI values.

3. The distance (d) between the plot boundary and buildings shows little correlation
with energy consumption but is positively correlated with UTCI values.

4. Building height shows a clear negative correlation with both energy consumption
and UTCI. As the building height increases from 3 to 13 floors, per-unit-area energy
consumption can decrease by 50 kWh/m2, and the average UTCI value can reduce by
up to 1 ◦C. The trend becomes less apparent when the number of floors exceeds 10.

5. The building orientation angle shows no statistical correlation with either UTCI or
energy performance.

6. Outdoor environmental UTCI values continue to show a clear positive correlation
with building energy consumption.

7. Under the same control parameter settings, the average UTCI of Type 5 buildings is
relatively higher than that of Type 6 buildings, but there is no difference in the EUI
values of the blocks.
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3.1.2. Correlation between Descriptive Parameters and Performance Indicators
Type 1–3 Individual Building Models

The descriptive parameters of the three individual building model, along with site
UTCI values and annual energy consumption, were analyzed in a Plotmatrix scatter plot
matrix to understand their statistical relationships with performance indicators (Figure 13).
Among them, FAR only considers cases less than 4.0. The statistical relationships between
various descriptive parameters were visualized through scatter plots in the 6 × 6 range in
the upper-left:
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Although there is no overall statistical positive or negative correlation between the
FAR and building density, a noticeable bar-shaped distribution is evident. These neat bands
reflect that for buildings of fixed floors from 3 to 22, FAR and building density have a strict
linear relationship, as the FAR is strictly the product of the building density and the number
of floors under the same building base area conditions.

The FAR shows a certain negative correlation with the S/V, meaning that a larger FAR
leads to a smaller S/V. There is also a strong correlation between the FAR and the Street
H/W in both directions of the building, indicating that a higher FAR lead to higher street
height-to-width ratios, making streets more canyon-like. This conclusion is also reflected
by the SVF, which shows a strong inverse relationship with the FAR.

Building density is an important indicator in urban planning, but it does not show a
significant correlation with the S/V, H/W, or SVF, due to the variability in building heights.

The S/V shows significant statistical correlations with all other descriptive parameters
except building density. A larger Street H/W results in a smaller S/V, while a larger SVF
leads to a larger S/V.

The Street H/W noticeably reflects the level of SVF, and vice versa.
Based on the scatter plot matrix for UTCI and annual energy consumption in Figure 13,

the following can be inferred:

1. A higher FAR is associated with better outdoor thermal comfort (lower UTCI values).
However, there is no strong statistical correlation between the FAR and building
energy consumption.
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2. There is an inverse relationship between building density and energy consumption,
meaning that higher density leads to lower energy consumption, with a deviation
of about 20%. Contrary to common belief, there is no strong statistical correlation
between building density and outdoor comfort UTCI values. High-density urban
areas do not necessarily offer better outdoor comfort, which could be attributed to
building density not reflecting building height characteristics and thus not accurately
depicting the shading effect between buildings.

3. The S/V is positively correlated with UTCI, meaning that a larger S/V results in higher
UTCI and lower outdoor comfort. However, in hot-humid regions, the S/V does not
show a strict positive or negative correlation with building energy consumption—a
distortion that has been confirmed by scholars [66]. This finding should be considered
in future design practices.

4. The Street Height-to-Width Ratio (HWx/HWy) is strongly negatively correlated with
UTCI values, meaning a larger ratio, indicative of more canyon-like streets, results
in lower UTCI values and higher outdoor thermal comfort. However, the street
height-to-width ratio does not effectively reflect the energy consumption indicators of
buildings on either side of the street.

5. SVF can effectively characterize changes in UTCI values, aiding designers in assessing
potential outdoor thermal comfort levels. With an SVF below 0.6, it can to some
extent reflect building energy consumption levels—the higher the SVF, the higher
the building energy consumption. This correlation fails when SVF is greater than
0.6—analyzing scatter plots of building energy consumption alongside the FAR and
HWx/HWy indicates that SVF becomes ineffective in scenarios with a FAR below 2
and street height-to-width ratio less than 1, where designers cannot rely on SVF for
energy consumption estimates.

The correlation between UTCI and building energy consumption has been discussed
earlier. The divergence is related to the SVF ineffectiveness scenario described previously,
suggesting that in cases with Street Height-to-Width Ratios less than 1 or SVF greater
than 0.6, optimizing for UTCI and energy consumption is not mutually beneficial, and no
correlation exists between UTCI and energy consumption under these conditions.

Type 4–6 Group Building Models

The relationships between descriptive parameters and performance indicators for Type
4–6 are summarized in Figure 14. The statistical relationships among various descriptive
parameters are initially analyzed through the scatter plots within the top-left 6 × 6 range:

The scatter plot of FAR values against building density ratio values exhibits an obvious
bar-shaped distribution—these neat stripes reflect a strict linear relationship between the
building Floor Area Ratio and building density for buildings with a fixed number of floors.

The FAR shows a negative correlation with both the S/V and SVF, and a strong positive
correlation with the H/W of streets in two directions of the building. That is, the higher the
FAR, the smaller the building S/V will be, making the streets more canyon-like, and the
smaller the SVF.

Due to the variability in building heights, building density—an important indicator in
urban planning—does not show a significant correlation with the S/V, the Street Height-to-
Width ratio, or sky view factor parameters.

The S/V, apart from having a strong negative correlation with the FAR, shows little
correlation with all other descriptive parameters.

The Street Height-to-Width ratio can significantly reflect the level of sky visibility, and
vice versa. In summary, within the three-group layout verification model, the correlations
among various descriptive parameters of buildings are broadly similar with those in
individual building models. However, the correlation of the building S/V with other
descriptive parameters, aside from the FAR, is generally weak.
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Analyzing the scatter plot matrix for UTCI and annual energy consumption in Figure 14,
we can draw the following conclusions:

1. For all three groups of collective layout verification models, across the entire range
of FARs from 0.5 to 4, the following phenomenon is observed: a higher FAR corre-
lates with better outdoor thermal comfort (lower UTCI values) and lower building
energy consumption. The correlation between the FAR and UTCI values is more
pronounced under the grid-style layout; the inverse relationship between the FAR and
energy consumption is unaffected by the collective layout mode, meaning a specific
FAR corresponds to a specific range of energy consumption values across different
collective layouts.

2. Building density has an inverse relationship with energy consumption, meaning
higher density leads to lower energy use. Like the conclusions drawn from individual
building verification models, aside from a weak correlation within the linear group
layout (Type 1), there is no strong statistical relationship between building density
and outdoor comfort UTCI values, indicating that higher density does not necessarily
improve outdoor comfort in urban areas.

3. The S/V has a weak positive correlation with UTCI; in contrast to individual build-
ing models, in all three collective layout scenarios, the S/V shows a strict positive
correlation with building energy consumption.

4. The Street Height-to-Width Ratio does not effectively reflect the energy consumption
indicators of buildings on either side of the street; its negative correlation with UTCI
values is not as strong as in individual building models, and thus, the building
energy consumption and UTCI values cannot be directly inferred from the Street
Height-to-Width ratio.

5. Unlike single building models, the SVF in collective layout study models does not
reflect changes in building energy consumption and UTCI performance indicators.

6. There exists a strong correlation between UTCI and building energy consumption.

Within the three collective layout verification models, the correlation among the FAR,
energy consumption, and comfort parameters, the inverse relationship between building
density and energy consumption, and the proportional relationship between UTCI and
building energy consumption align with the conclusions from individual building models.
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However, there are differences; in collective layouts, the S/V shows a strong correlation
with energy consumption, whereas the negative correlation between H/W and UTCI and
the relationship between SVF and energy consumption and UTCI are not evident.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis Results

The sensitivity analysis results for descriptive parameters across six layouts are shown
in Figure 15. It is evident that in terms of energy consumption, individual layouts (Type
1–3) and collective layouts (Type 4–6) show significant differences in the sensitivity to the
FAR and S/V, with the former being noticeably lower than the latter. Regarding building
density, the sensitivity trend is consistent across all six layouts, showing a strong trend.
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For UTCI, individual layouts and collective layouts exhibit clear differences in sensi-
tivity to the FAR, building density, and SVF. The sensitivity to SVF is significantly higher
in individual layouts than in collective layouts, while the opposite is true for the building
density. Looking at the FAR and SVF alone, the sensitivity differences among the point,
semi-enclosed, and enclosed styles of individual building layouts are minimal. In terms
of the S/V, the point style shows higher sensitivity, while the other five styles have minor
differences in average values.

These sensitivity analysis results reflect how variations in design parameters for
different building layouts disrupt target performance indicators. Design parameters with
higher sensitivity significantly impact the variations in target performance indicators. Due
to the spatial heterogeneity of collective layout prototypes compared to individual building
layout prototypes, the experience of the indicator adjustment applicable to collective
layouts may not be directly transferable to the optimization design of individual building
layouts, and vice versa. Based on the analysis in this section, the following more intuitive
conclusions can be drawn.

Control of Building Energy Performance:

(1) For both collective and individual building layout prototypes, controlling building
density significantly affects energy consumption.

(2) For collective layouts, controlling the FAR and S/V effectively adjusts building energy
consumption, but this experience is not applicable to the more homogeneous single-
building prototypes. This conclusion is also corroborated by the matrix scatter plots
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in Section 3.1.2, indirectly reflecting that conclusions based on homogeneous building
study prototypes do not accurately reflect real urban layout experiences.

(3) For collective layout modes, the experience of controlling building energy consump-
tion by controlling descriptive parameters can apply to both bar-type layouts (Type 4)
and checkerboard layouts (Type 5, Type 6).

(4) For homogeneous individual building layouts, adjusting the other three types of
descriptive indicators is not as effective as adjusting the building density.

Control of Outdoor Thermal Comfort (UTCI):

(1) Due to the homogeneity of individual building layouts, FAR and SVF indicators
show a strong correlation with UTCI, and controlling the S/V also significantly
impacts UTCI. This correlation is notably strong across three different individual
building layouts.

(2) Due to the spatial heterogeneity of collective layout modes, the control strength of
FAR and SVF indicators and the S/V values based on UTCI are relatively weaker,
especially in bar-type building layouts (Type 4).

(3) There is no strong correlation between the building density and UTCI (as building
height more directly affects the outdoor thermal environment than building density
does). However, for collective layout modes, the building density also impacts UTCI
to some extent, especially in bar-type building combinations (Type 4).

The sensitivity analysis results can be intuitively helpful for designers in decision-
making during urban design, providing targeted guidance for adjusting design parameters
based on various building layouts and optimization goals for building energy consumption
and outdoor thermal comfort (UTCI).

4. Discussion

The previous sections detailed the correlation between morphological design parame-
ters and performance indicators for individual building layouts and collective urban block
layouts in hot-humid regions, like Guangzhou. These data can serve as a reference for de-
signers to preliminarily gauge the relationship between building volume and performance
based on urban architectural forms before actual design. This section synthesizes these
findings to draw broader conclusions and architectural guidance from the correlations
observed across multiple layout prototypes.

4.1. Common Trends across Six Urban Block Prototypes

For both individual and collective morphological prototypes, the plan dimensions
directly affect the energy consumption per unit area of the building—the larger the planar
dimensions, the lower the building’s energy consumption. For point-type buildings, the
impact range is around 20%, while for linear combination buildings, it can reach a difference
of 36%. This statistical rule can be explained by the ratio of the building’s plan perimeter to
its area. The perimeter of the external envelope corresponds to the air conditioning load
generated by the building to overcome the indoor–outdoor temperature difference, and a
larger plan area means that the total air conditioning load is distributed over a larger area.

Based on this, the relationship between the ratio of the perimeter to plan area (L/A) of
the typical single-layer units of six types of block units and the building energy consumption
per unit area is visualized in Figure 16 below. It can be confirmed that for any office building,
the ratio of the standard layer L/A can describe the level of building energy consumption
to a certain extent. That is, higher-performance buildings require a smaller L/A value.
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In hot-humid regions like Guangzhou, there is no significant statistical correlation
between the building orientation and energy consumption or outdoor comfort (UTCI). This
suggests that, for city block-scale studies in similar climates, the building orientation has
little impact on outdoor comfort or energy use. Subsequent studies may consider excluding
this factor to streamline computational requirements.

Building spacing has a relatively weak influence on energy consumption and UTCI in
both individual models and collective models. In individual building models, it predomi-
nantly affects low-rise buildings, while its impact in collective models is minimal.

The FAR and S/V—two design parameters applicable to all six building typologies—
exhibit strong correlations with outdoor thermal comfort (UTCI). Specifically, as the volume
ratio increases, the form factor decreases, or the SVF decreases, and outdoor thermal comfort
within the neighborhood correspondingly improves (UTCI values decrease).

Building density exhibits an inverse relationship with energy consumption (approx-
imately 20% deviation) across all six building typologies, making it a crucial indicator
in urban planning. However, the building density does not exhibit a strong statistical
correlation with outdoor UTCI, contradicting common perception. This discrepancy can
be attributed to the building density failing to reflect the characteristics of building height,
thus inadequately describing the shading effect between buildings.

Apart from the Type 2 and Type 3 models, a recurring significant finding across all
other models is the unequivocal positive correlation between outdoor thermal comfort
(UTCI) and building energy consumption. In urban areas with lower energy usage, UTCI
tends to be lower as well, signifying enhanced outdoor comfort levels. This observation
aligns with the prevailing understanding that, in sub-tropical hot-humid regions, imple-
menting building shading strategies reduces air conditioning energy consumption by
mitigating direct solar radiation on building surfaces. Consequently, this approach allevi-
ates thermal discomfort for outdoor occupants. Thus, the simultaneous prioritization of
outdoor comfort and energy efficiency in hot-humid areas not only represents compatible
objectives but also synergistic ones.

4.2. Differential Rules across Urban Block Prototypes

The relationship between the number of building floors and UTCI is more pronounced
in single building prototypes but not as prominent in collective building prototypes, a
conclusion also supported by the sensitivity analysis. Given the findings from both cor-
relation verification and sensitivity analysis, it is speculated that this phenomenon may
be attributed to the FAR having a significant impact on UTCI in both types of building
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prototypes. Unlike collective building prototypes, where FAR can be increased through
factors like building spacing and the number within the block, single building prototypes
can only increase the FAR by enlarging plan dimensions or adding floors, thus making the
relationship between the number of floors and UTCI more apparent in single-building than
in collective prototypes.

The S/V has been an important guideline for estimating building energy consumption
in previous standards for the energy-efficient design of public buildings, but this empirical
conclusion has been questioned by the academic community [65]. This study in hot-
humid regions finds that for collective building prototypes, there is a strict statistical
correlation between the shape factor and energy consumption, meaning that a larger S/V
leads to higher energy use. However, this correlation does not appear in single-building
prototypes—e.g., in the point-style single-building prototype, a dispersion phenomenon
in the distribution of per-unit-area energy consumption between low-rise and high-rise
buildings is observed (as shown in Figure 17, left), suggesting that designers should pay
attention to this finding in future design practices.
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In individual building-models, the SVF effectively characterizes changes in UTCI
values, aiding designers in assessing potential outdoor thermal comfort levels. However,
this rule does not hold in collective layout models due to their lack of homogeneity found
in single-building models, preventing a generalizable SVF value applicable across the
entire block.

4.3. The Social Significance of Urban Morphology Research

Understanding and integrating these insights about urban morphology can lead to
the creation of urban environments that promote environmental sustainability, enhance
public health, and enrich cultural and social interactions. This holistic approach is vital for
developing adaptable, resilient, and vibrant urban spaces for future generations.

For example, much more outer spaces that encourage interaction through design
elements, like parks, open green spaces, and community hubs, promote greater social
cohesion and interaction. According to the above conclusion, sufficient outer spaces can
not only facilitate adjustments in the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) and Sky View Factor (SVF),
but also contribute to a reduced L/A ratio and lower building density. Consequently, this
research supports the reduction of energy consumption and enhances outdoor thermal
comfort, thereby improving public attitudes and quality of life.

Integrating these considerations into urban planning requires a multi-disciplinary
approach that acknowledges the complex interplay between physical layouts and social
dynamics. Based on the existing research, planners can utilize a block prototype analysis
when designing a new urban district to identify models that align with optimal performance
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indicators. During the following refinement phase, the integration of ample green spaces
connected by pedestrian pathways not only reduces urban heat islands but also enhances
physical health and facilitates social interactions.

Moreover, by establishing heterogeneous and homogeneous block models for a com-
parison, diverse designs of public spaces can support various cultural activities, thereby
augmenting the area’s vibrancy. These approaches and quantitative results will be further
explored and presented in our next research.

4.4. Implications for Public Policy and Recommendations

This study’s findings have significant implications for urban planning and public
policy. Based on our analysis of urban morphology and its effects on building energy
consumption and outdoor thermal comfort, several policy recommendations can be for-
mulated to enhance urban sustainability. Firstly, policies could be established to regulate
building density and the FAR in new developments to optimize natural light access and
minimize shadow casting, which can significantly affect energy consumption and thermal
comfort. Additionally, guidelines on building heights, building spacing, and orientations
should be designed to promote adequate air circulation, reducing the urban heat island
effect, and supporting more efficient natural cooling.

5. Conclusions

This study has contributed significant insights into the association between urban
morphological design parameters and performance indicators, offering valuable guide-
lines for urban form design. Initially, the research background related to urban mor-
phology design was reviewed, emphasizing the importance of utilizing ideal models
to investigate universal principles and distinguishing between control parameters and
descriptive parameters.

Six typical morphological models, representative of prevalent building blocks in
Guangzhou, were constructed and thoroughly analyzed. Through scatter matrix plot
visualizations, the relationships among control parameters, descriptive parameters, and
performance indicators were examined, unveiling trends and quantitative insights into
the influence of diverse block design parameters on building energy consumption (EUI)
and outdoor thermal comfort (UTCI). These findings provide a solid foundation for urban
design practices and can be consolidated into a comprehensive designer’s reference manual.

The key findings of this study, specific to the subtropical region represented by
Guangzhou, can be succinctly summarized as follows:

(1) Plan dimensions directly impact the energy consumption per unit area of buildings.
(2) Building orientation shows no significant statistical correlation with energy consump-

tion or outdoor comfort (UTCI).
(3) Building spacing exerts a relatively weak influence on energy consumption and UTCI.
(4) The Floor Area Ratio (FAR) and Surface-to-Volume Ratio (S/V) exhibit strong correla-

tions with outdoor thermal comfort (UTCI).
(5) Building density demonstrates an inverse relationship with energy consumption

across all six building typologies, emphasizing its importance in urban planning.
(6) There exists a positive correlation between outdoor thermal comfort (UTCI) and

building energy consumption.
(7) The assessment of the applicability of the S/V parameter in building energy consump-

tion evaluations across different scenarios is crucial.

These findings, derived from a comprehensive quantitative analysis, not only shed
light on the nuances of urban form design in subtropical regions but also establish a
platform for future research endeavors. By integrating these key findings into practical ap-
plications, urban designers can make informed decisions to enhance both energy efficiency
and outdoor comfort in urban environments.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Several typical block morphology models.

Material Thickness
mm

Thermal Conductivity
W/(m·K)

Density
Kg/m3

Specific Heat Capacity
J/(kg·K)

Flooring

Anti-slip floor tile 10 1.16 2000 935
Polymer mortar 5 0.93 1800 1050

Mortar 20 0.93 1800 1050
C20 concrete 80 1.74 2500 920

Roof
C30 fine aggregate concrete 50 1.74 2500 920
LC10 lightweight aggregate

concrete 30 0.95 1700 1050

Reinforced concrete 120 1.74 2500 920

Wall

Stone cladding 30 3.49 2800 920
Waterproof mortar 20 0.93 1800 1050

Polymer mortar 10 0.93 1800 1050
Concrete hollow block wall 190 0.22 700 1050

Lime plaster 2 0.81 1600 1050
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Table A1. Cont.

Material Thickness
(mm)

Heat Transfer
Coefficient W/(m2·K)

Radiation
Transmittance

Ratio

Visible Light
Transmittance Ratio

External
windows

Translucent glass 6 5.7 0.85 0.9

Medium light transmittance
heat-reflective glass 6 5.5 0.51 0.47

Low light transmittance
heat-reflective glass 6 4.8 0.42 0.32

High light transmission
low-E glass 6 4.0 0.69 0.80

6 Transparent glass + 12 Air layer + 6
Transparent glass 3.4 0.75 0.81

6 Low light transmittance heat-reflective + 12
Air layer + 6 Transparent glass 3.1 0.35 0.29

6 High light transmission low-E + 12 Air
layer + 6 Transparent glass 2.7 0.46 0.68

6 High light transmission low-E + 12 Argon
gas layer + 6 Transparent glass 2.7 0.45 0.68
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